Cookinvenice.com

In the last year Total traffic to Cookinvenice.com has increased by 62%. This impressive
growth is expected to continue into 2015 and beyond.

Key figures (2014)
- Total visitors: 27,000
- Total page views: 46,000
- Average number of pages viewed: 1.71
- % of new users: 80%

Demographics

Key figures (2014)
USA: 36%
UK: 17%
Italy: 13%
Australia: 10%
Canada: 6%

Marketing channels (2014)
Organic search: 75%
Direct traffic: 11%
Social media channels: 8%
Referral (third party web sites): 6%

Top search phrases for organic searches
1st page in google.com
venetian food
venetian recipes
venetian cuisine
venice foods

Niche information
Cookinvenice.com is in the food niche, specifically users seeking cooking courses and
cooking related information regarding Venice and the Veneto region in general. The
visitors tend to be in the middle to upper middle class segments, these are generally the
type of visitors that like to experience a new location by taking part in locally organized
events, courses, shopping, etc.
In the last year there has been a 16% increase in traffic to the web site of users seeking
specific actives in Venice like hands on cooking courses.

Advertising

Banner accepted:
Cookinvenice accepts the following banners sizes in .gif, .png. .jpg formats either static
banners or animated ones.
MPU (Mid Page Unit) or medium rectangle banner 300 x 250 pixels.
Skyscraper 120x600 or 160x600
Also active social media user with a reasonable coverage. Here are the social media
profiles
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Cook-in-Venice/242401508391
Twitter: @cookinvenice

monicacesarato.com

In the last year Total traffic to monicacesarato.com has increased by 71%. This impressive
growth is expected to continue into 2015 and beyond.

Key figures (2014)
- Total visitors: 23,000
- Total page views: 71,000
- Average number of pages viewed: 3.06
- % of new users: 81%

Demographics

Key figures (2014)
USA: 35%
Italy: 18%
UK: 16%
Australia: 5%
Canada: 5%

Marketing channels (2014)
Organic search: 52%
Direct traffic: 18%
Social media channels: 16%
Referral (third party web sites): 13%

Top search phrases for organic searches
1st page in google.com
free things to do in venice
what not to do in venice
venice food tour

Niche information
monicacesarato.com is in the food & travel niche, specifically users seeking a wide range
of information on what to do when visiting Venice and the Veneto region in general. The
visitors tend to be in the middle to upper middle class segments, these are generally the
type of visitors that like to experience a new location by taking part in locally organized
events, courses, shopping, etc.
In the last year there has been an 100% increase in traffic to the web site of users seeking
advice on what to do in Venice. This type of traffic opens up a wide range of possibilities
for an advertiser to take advantage of by showcasing quality events & activities in Venice
and the Veneto region in general.

Advertising

Banner accepted:
Monicacesarato-com accepts the following banners sizes in .gif, .png. .jpg formats either
static banners or animated ones.
MPU (Mid Page Unit) or medium rectangle banner 300 x 250 pixels.
Skyscraper 120x600 or 160x600
Also active social media user with a reasonable coverage. Here are the social media
profiles
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/monicacesarato
Twitter: @monicacesarato
LinkedIn: monica cesarato

